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Introduction 

When designing database consolidation environments, inter-tenant isolation requirements will influence the 

method and degree of consolidation. Consolidating multiple application schemas in a single database, hosting 

multiple databases on a single platform, or a combination of both, each offers differing degrees of inter-tenant 

isolation. Isolation can be physical or logical, and is broken down into four areas: Fault, Resource, Security, and 

Operational. Each Cloud model deals with isolation slightly differently, using OS and/or Database built-in 

capabilities, often in combination with advanced features or products to provide a more complete solution, 

commensurate with the desired degree of isolation. Isolation and flexibility move in opposite directions; i.e., the 

more isolation implemented the less sharing and flexibility in the use of available resources. Therefore it is 

recommended to only isolate as needed, to meet the compliance, regulatory, and other tenant isolation 

requirements of the specific deployment.  

 

Database Consolidation 

This section will focus on the Database Consolidation model. In this deployment model, multiple databases are 

provisioned onto physical servers that are clustered together in a private Cloud Pool (cluster). By utilizing Oracle 

Real Application Clusters (Oracle RAC) or Oracle RAC One Node, databases inherit high availability through 

server redundancy. Elasticity and scalability are provided by adding additional nodes to the server pool (scaling 

out) or by adding more physical resources such as CPU, memory, or I/O cards to an existing node (scaling up). 

 

Figure 1. The Database Cloud- Database consolidation model 

Before building out a Database Consolidation environment it is important to define what applications will be 

hosted in the Cloud Pool; i.e., mission-critical production, non-critical production, or test/dev. Applications of 

differing criticality or SLA should not be consolidated together. 

 

 

Security Isolation 

With compliance mandates and regulatory requirements, security has become an essential element of any cloud 

deployment. In Cloud environments, security breaches stem not only from external networks but also from side-
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channel attacks. Cloud Providers must ensure that all aspects of security, such as infrastructure, OS and database 

security are in place.  

In any consolidation environment, a security implementation should use the “least privileges” approach to harden 

the environment.  

The following table describes security scenarios and how each impacts Database Consolidation deployments. 

Security Isolation use 

case 

Security handling 

What are the basic 

options for securing the 

consolidated database 

infrastructure? 

Minimize access to the database server; i.e., Sql*Net Pipe only access. It is recommended to allow only 

Cloud DBAs physical access to the database server. For those users that need server access, implement 

named user accounts for DBAs with sudo access for privileged commands 

 

How can I prevent the 

Cloud DBA from 

accessing and viewing 

my data? 

Database Vault using Realms should be used to protect application and schema data from 

unauthorized access. This will prevent access to user data from other tenants as well as DBAs. 

I have PCI-PII data. 

How can I ensure that I 

meet compliance 

regulations? 

TDE addresses encryption requirements associated with public and private data privacy and security 
mandates such as PCI and California SB1386.  
 
PCI-DSS dataset (including PII, HIPPA) isolation can be handled in different ways, depending on 
security SLA defined or mandated by the business. Isolate PCI datasets into their own set of 
tablespaces, and implement tablespace encryption (TDE). 

Can I protect and 

secure my network 

traffic? 

There are many different approaches to network data security, depending on what traffic needs to 

be secured and where that traffic is going. 

Oracle Database Firewall allows an out-of-band SQL traffic monitor that provides real-time 

monitoring of SQL database activity on the network. Uses SQL grammar-based technology to block 

unauthorized transactions from reaching the database. Also, restricts access to the database based on 

client’s source network location. This feature also provides mitigation and prevention of DoS 

attacks. Additionally, Oracle Database Firewall combined with 3rd party technologies such as F5 

BIG-IP Application Security Manager (ASM) provides two-tier, edge-of network protection and 

secures database traffic protection.  

Oracle Advanced Security Option - Network Encryption supports authentication by using digital 

certificates over SSL in addition to the native encryption. Provides functionality to secure 

communication between clients and servers. SSL features can be implemented standalone or in 

combination with other Advanced Security authentication supported methods e.g., encryption 

provided by SSL in combination with the authentication provided by Kerberos. 

It is recommended to enable SSL encryption between clients and the Application Server, in 

conjunction with Sql*Net encryption between the App Server and the DB Server. 

The following paper covers Network Isolation and Security: 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/focus-areas/database-cloud/ntwk-

isolation-pvt-db-cloud-1587225.pdf 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/focus-areas/database-cloud/ntwk-isolation-pvt-db-cloud-1587225.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/focus-areas/database-cloud/ntwk-isolation-pvt-db-cloud-1587225.pdf
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Operational Isolation 
Operational Isolation ensures that any management or maintenance performed on a database or its operating 

environment does not affect other running databases in the pool.  

Startup/Shutdown 

In most consolidation configurations, the number of Oracle Homes is kept to a minimum, and typically 

one Oracle Home is used for all the consolidated databases. To provide operational isolation, create 

named users for the DBA responsible for the database, and add those users to the password file (needs 

REMOTE_LOGIN_PASSWORDFILE set to EXCLUSIVE).  Then grant SYSDBA privileges to those 

named users.  By having different password files for each database, users can gain SYSDBA privileges to 

only their database. To perform operational functions, such as startup or shutdown, the Cloud DBA 

should connect to the appropriate database user with the SYSDBA privilege. Typically this is performed 

via EM, therefore the necessary database credentials need to be established in EM.  

Patching 

Patching databases in a consolidated environment involves two tasks: planning for and application of the 

patch. When building Private Cloud environments, expectations should be set that one-off or 

unscheduled patching is not efficient and should be discouraged, as the patching will affect all databases. 

A schedule for patch application should be pre-defined and acknowledged by all participating tenants. For 

example, a schedule for Oracle Patch Set Updates (PSU) should be well defined. One-off patches should 

be evaluated for priority and relevance with respect to the entire database consolidated community. When 

patches need to be applied, the most efficient method is to stage the patch, this involves cloning the 

Oracle Home, apply the patch to the cloned home, and finally switching the Oracle Home. Rolling patch 

application should be leveraged where possible. 

If the patch management logistics across databases is not practical or if sharing of SYSDBA across 

databases is not desired, then a separate Oracle Home for a group databases can be an alternative. For 

these cases, each Oracle Home should use distinct username and OSDBA. However, running database 

instances from different Oracle Homes does increase complexity.   
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The following table describes operational scenarios and how each impacts Database Consolidation deployment 

Operational Scenario Isolation Levels and Possibilities  

OS and Grid Infrastructure patching Affects all databases on the patched node. Rolling upgrade can be done on a per node 

basis. Ensure enough capacity exists on remaining available nodes to support workload  

Database Patching Affects all databases that are running from the patched Oracle Home. Isolation can be 

provided and impact can be minimized by grouping databases per Oracle Home; 

however, adding Oracle Homes increases management overhead. In some cases, the 

database patching can performed in a rolling fashion. In addition, patching can be 

staged using Clone Home 

Database Startup/Shutdown 

independence from other databases 

Database shutdown/startup operations are independent from other databases. 

However, since all databases running from the same Oracle Home will be managed by 

the same shared SYSDBA privilege, that user must be careful to start and stop only the 

intended database; an administrative error will impact other databases. To mitigate this 

risk, isolation can be provided by grouping databases per Oracle Home and having 

different userid/groupid per Oracle Home. 

Configuration Parameter Independence. 

Can I set database parameters without 

affecting other databases? 

Setting database-specific parameters affects only the database where the change is 

made. Isolation is provided by the database instance.  

How does Restore/Recovery of one 

database affect other databases? 

When performing restore of a database, it affects only the database being recovered; 

i.e., isolation is provided at the Database level. However, recovery IOs may impact 

other online applications. 
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Fault Isolation 

 With Database Consolidation the multi-tenancy granularity is the database, thus each database (and each database 

instance) must be isolated from the other databases in the Cloud Pool (cluster). Although all the databases may run 

from the same Oracle Home installation, database faults are generally isolated to a failing instance; i.e., fault 

isolation is maintained by fencing off the offending instance. For example, if a database instance becomes 

unresponsive, then one of the neighboring node’s LMS process will request CSS to perform a “member kill” 

operation against the unresponsive instance. In rare cases, where the unresponsive instance cannot be killed, an 

invasive operation such as node reboot or stack re-start is invoked; in these rare cases other database instances will 

be affected. However, proper application design and implementation of documented best practices can limit the 

impact of instance or node failure. For example, the use of dynamic services, such as Fast Application Notification 

(FAN) and connection pools, provide a faster mechanism for event notification (node or database instance down 

events) to the application. This allows the application to reconnect more quickly, minimizing the overall impact of 

the outage. 

The following table describes fault scenarios and how each impacts Database Consolidation deployment 

Failure Type Use Case and Handling 

Hardware- Server Failure Scope: Server failure  

The failure of a cluster node (server) will affect the database connections that exist on 

that node. If the client application is designed correctly and uses Dynamic Services, 

FAN and connection pools, then impact to clients will be minimized. Enough resource 

capacity in the Cloud Pool should be available to handle this failure. 

Hardware-Network Failure Scope: A single NIC or switch failure  

A network failure can come in many forms. However, in most cases, the network is 

designed for resiliency. For example, active/passive switches and bonded networks are a 

standard best practice. If a network card fails then the secondary (bonded) card will 

remain active to handle network traffic. 

Hardware-Storage Failure Scope: IO path or disk failure  

Similar to network, the storage is also designed for resiliency. Any path or components 

failures are handled by a redundant partner. In some cases, it may be appropriate to use 

ASM redundancy to protect against component failures associated with storage. 

Software - Database Failure Scope: Database instance failure 

The failure of a database instance will only affect connections to that failed database 

instance. If the client application is designed correctly and uses Dynamic Services, FAN 

and connection pools then impact will be minimal. 

Software – Infrastructure Failure Scope: OS, Hypervisor, Grid Infrastructure, or ASM failure 

The failure of a node’s software infrastructure is analogous to the loss of a server 

scenario, from an application perspective; i.e., all database connections to that node are 

lost and require reconnection. 
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Resource Isolation 
 

Resource isolation deals with the allocation and segregation of system resources. In a Database Consolidation these 

resources are CPU, memory and network (public network, server interconnect), and storage (capacity as well as 

IOPs).  

In order to provide fairness across tenant applications, meet performance objectives and make efficient use of 

provisioned resources, a policy must be in place to coordinate the consumption of aggregate Cloud capacity. This 

resource allocation policy can enforce guaranteed resources, time-share, or priority allocation. With guaranteed 

policy, applications will always get a guaranteed minimum set of resources; however, this requires a dedicated 

resource or partitioned configuration of resources, which is not efficient from a Cloud perspective as it does not 

encourage sharing of resources. Priority allocation implies that specific application(s) will have priority access to 

resources when certain thresholds are reached. Time-share is an equal opportunity policy, providing equal access to 

the shared resources for all applications. 

Note this resource allocation policy can be defined at intra-database (using Oracle DBRM Consumer Groups) or 

inter-database levels for CPU resources (Instance Caging/CPU_COUNT), as well across the Cloud Pool (Oracle 

Quality of Service). The following table describes how resources are managed using the aforementioned policies 

and any Oracle technology that can be used to enforce the policy. 

         Policy        Resources 

 CPU Memory Network/Storage 

Guaranteed Yes. Requires partitioned or 

dedicated configurations 

such as Exadata Hardware 

Pools 

Yes. SGA Memory is always 

partitioned and dedicated to 

the instance. Ensure memory 

is not over-subscribed 

No. Except on Solaris. Please 

see Appendix section for 

details on how this is handled 

in Solaris. 

Priority Allocation Yes. Requires use of Instance 

Caging with high-priority 

applications grouped in to 

specific Consumer Group 

policies  

No. Memory is not 

controlled between instances 

on the same server.  

Yes, using Exadata’s IORM 

only. 

Time-share Yes. All database instances 

have access to all CPUs on 

the server. However, for 

resource control it is 

recommended to simply set 

cpu_count for each instance. 

No. Memory is not 

controlled between instances 

on the same server.  

No 
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The following table describes resource scenarios and how each impacts Database Consolidation deployments 

Resource Isolation use case Resource handling 

How much memory should I 

configure my database with 

and how does this impact 

other databases? 

Define SGA parameters based on available memory and projected consolidation. 

Memory – Appropriate memory_target and memory_ max_target values need to be set 

on a per instance basis for each node, and must be maintained consistently across all 

instances of the same database. Note that memory_target does not enforce a hard 

ceiling for PGA values. It is highly discouraged to over-commit memory. 

 

How does CPU usage affect 

other running databases in the 

Private Cloud 

In order to provide proper isolation of CPUs, you should set the cpu_count database 

parameter to an appropriate value. This can be done by setting CPU_COUNT to a 

specific value or enabling the 11gR2 Instance Caging feature. The latter is 

recommended as it also enforces a Database Resource Manager (DBRM) resource plan 

providing better control of CPU consumption. Note, this does not hard-partition or 

physically isolate the CPUs between databases. The following paper describes this in 

more detail 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/focus-areas/database-cloud/database-cons-

best-practices-1561461.pdf 

How can I isolate or guarantee 

storage IOPs or capacity 

between databases 

Currently there is no way to limit capacity for a database.  

Storage IOPS or bandwidth can be limited or managed on the Oracle Exadata Database 

Machine and SPARC SuperCluster platforms using the IORM feature. 

Can I limit network bandwidth 

or network QoS (for public 

network) between databases? 

Currently there is no way to limit network bandwidth between databases at the database 

level. However, Solaris 11 Zones provide a mechanism to limit bandwidth and provide 

QoS at the Zone layer. The following paper covers Network Isolation and Security 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/focus-areas/database-cloud/ntwk-isolation-

pvt-db-cloud-1587225.pdf 

 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/focus-areas/database-cloud/database-cons-best-practices-1561461.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/focus-areas/database-cloud/database-cons-best-practices-1561461.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/focus-areas/database-cloud/ntwk-isolation-pvt-db-cloud-1587225.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/focus-areas/database-cloud/ntwk-isolation-pvt-db-cloud-1587225.pdf
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Schema Consolidation 

In this deployment model, a database running on one or more servers in the Cloud Pool hosts one or more 

application schemas.  The Cloud Pool may host one or several databases, each hosting one or more schemas.  

Customers who we have worked with in deploying this model typically consolidate 15-20 applications (schemas) 

per database.  In the Schema Consolidation model the tenancy granularity is the schema.  Therefore each schema 

needs to have proper isolation.    

 

 

Figure 2. The Database Cloud- Schema consolidation model 

The isolation considerations for this model are very similar to those for Database Consolidations. The key 

difference is that you must ensure that the consolidated applications can co-exist.  For example, check for schema 

namespace collisions and confirm certification of packaged applications to run in these consolidation 

configurations. 

 

Security Isolation 

 Security isolation between schemas is one of the most important aspects of this model.  Out-of-the-box Oracle 

database security profiles can be used to limit access to data.  However, many times deeper security measures and 

policies must be put in place.  This may include protecting data at rest, granular access control, as well as security 

auditing.  For these cases encryption should be implemented where necessary, via Advanced Security, Realm based 

access control, via Database Vault, and Audit Vault for runtime audit management.  The following are also security 

best practices for Schema Consolidation 

o Only Cloud DBA should have SYSDBA, SYSOPER and SYSASM access 

o Guest DBAs only have schema level access and V$ view access 

o Ensure use of private synonyms 

o Use strong database user passwords 

o Set appropriate values for PASSWORD_LOCK_TIME and FAILED_LOGIN_ATTEMPTS 
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Fault Isolation 

In the schema consolidation model, an application fault in one schema will not cause other applications to fail.  

However, login storms or improperly configured application/mid-tiers can impact other consolidated applications.  

To minimize the impact of login storms, configure mid-tier connection pools appropriately.  In some cases login-

rate limiters can be defined for the Oracle Listener.  Poorly written database resident code, such as malformed 

PL/SQL, can also affect other applications.  A thorough testing of the applications as well as code review is 

necessary to prevent application faults. 

 

Operational Isolation 

 Operational isolation for this model includes minimizing the impact of the recovery/restore of lost data and patch 

management.   

o For the most efficient data restore possible, a careful design of the backup policy is needed. The backup 

method should include the restore granularity appropriate for the application.  Typically for Schema 

Consolidation, nightly backups, as well as Data Pump exports of the schema are needed.  If data is lost or 

deleted, then features such as Flashback Table, Flashback Query, or Flashback Transaction should be 

used to provide the least invasive approach for restore. 

o Patching – The patching issues in Schema Consolidation are similar to those in Database Consolidation.  

 

Resource Isolation 

With multiple applications contending for the same database and system resources, resource management is a 

necessity for Schema Consolidation.  Oracle Database Resource Profile Limits provide basic “knobs” to control 

consumption, and can be supplemented with Oracle Database Resource Manager along with Oracle QoS.   

Applications can be grouped into consumer groups with appropriate resource plan directive mapping with a 

resource plan.  This will specify how CPU, I/O, and parallel server resources are to be allocated to the consumer 

group. 

o Storage Capacity – Cloud DBAs can cap the storage consumed by applications using tablespace 

quota.  There should be close monitoring of the tablespace space usage by each schema so that 

growth patterns and thresholds can be managed. 
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Appendix A: Oracle Solaris 11 Operating System Resource Isolation 

The Oracle Solaris 11 operating systems has a number of features that enable resources, such as CPU, memory 

(both physical and virtual), and network bandwidth, to be managed such that database tenants sharing the 

underlying hardware meet their performance objectives. These features can be combined with the Solaris Zones 

virtualization technology to provide a combination of both security and resource isolation. These Solaris features 

can also be used in conjunction with the M-series and T-series hardware platforms that offer hardware-level 

virtualization technologies such as Dynamic Domains and Oracle Virtual Machine for SPARC respectively. 

 

Solaris Processor Sets and Pools 

Within a Solaris operating system instance, CPU resources can be guaranteed through the creation of processor 

sets. Application processes can then be bound to a processor set to restrict the number of CPUs they have access 

to. Any processes spawned by processes constrained by the processor set will, in turn, be constrained to run within 

the processor set too. Applications running in the global zone are bound to the default processor set unless they 

are rebound to another processor set. The configuration of a processor set can be made persistent by assigning it 

to a resource pool. Not only can the resource pool definition include a processor set, it can also include the 

scheduling class to use (see below). Finally, dynamic processor sets can also be defined that set minimum and 

maximum sizes for the set. CPUs are then dynamically moved in and out of the set as the overall system workload 

dictates. 

When a Solaris Zone is created, its resource constraints can be specified using a several different approaches. 

 The zone can be bound to a resource pool (this could include a processor set) that the system 

administrator has created. 

 The zone can be allocated 'dedicated-cpu' with a minimum and maximum value. The Solaris 11 operating 

system creates a temporary dynamic pool to meet this requirement. The pool only exists while the zone is 

booted and changes in size depending on the workload. 

 The zone can be given a capped number of CPUs, which can be a fractional number. So, a zone 

configured with a CPU cap of 1.5 will be able to use a maximum of 1.5 CPUs worth of CPU resource. 

Solaris Fair-Share Scheduler 

The Solaris 11 operating system has several scheduling classes including: 

 Timeshare (TS) 

 Fixed Priority (FX) 

 Fair-share (FSS) 

 Real-Time (RT) 

The Solaris 11 operating system enables the definition of 'projects' that encapsulate one or more resource limits, 

such as maximum shared memory, maximum shared memory ids, maximum open file descriptors, project pool 

(see above), etc. A project can also be assigned a number of 'cpu-shares' (project.cpu-shares). By default, processes 

will be started in 'default' project, but they can be bound to a project after they have been started and once this is 

done, processes that are subsequently spawned by processes running under the project are also constrained by the 

definition of the project. 
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When there are several sets of processes running under different projects the Solaris operating system allocates 

CPUs resources based on the cpu-shares given to the individual projects. Thus, if there are three projects with 

shares 10, 50, 30, then when the system is CPU bound, the processes within the corresponding sets are allocated 

10/90, 50/90 and 30/90 of the CPU time respectively. In the event that a project is not consuming its full 

allocation, the remaining processes are free to absorb the spare resources in line with the allotted allocation. This 

approach ensures that CPU resources are fully utilized whenever possible.  When the fair-share scheduler is 

combined with processor sets (or pools), the usage of the CPUs within that subset of resources is used in line with 

the allotted allocation. 

Because there is no simple mechanism to ensure that Oracle Grid Infrastructure database processes are started 

under a specific Solaris project, this is not a preferred method of encapsulation or isolation. 

Solaris Memory Constraints 

The Solaris 11 operating system enables both physical and virtual memory resources of a Solaris Zone to be 

capped through the zonecfg(1M) command.  

Solaris Network Bandwidth Management 

The Solaris 11 operating system enables bandwidth to be limited using the dladm(1M) command. Configurations 

that use Solaris Zones can limit the bandwidth used by the network interfaces assigned to individual zones. 

         Policy        Resources 

 CPU Memory Network/Storage 

Guaranteed Yes. In hardware use 

Dynamic Domains, Guest 

Logical Domains. In Solaris 

use processor sets or 

resource pools 

Yes. SGA Memory is always 

partitioned and dedicated to 

the instance. Ensure memory 

is not over-subscribed 

Yes, Solaris zones that share a 

common public or private 

network adapter can have 

their network bandwidth 

limited.  

Priority Allocation Yes. Use the fair-share 

scheduler 

No. Memory is not 

controlled between instances 

on the same server.  

Yes, using Exadata’s IORM 

only. 

Share based Yes. Use the fair-share 

scheduler 

No. Memory is not controlled by 

between instances on the same server.  
No 
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Summary 
Deploying databases with private clouds is a proven model for the delivery of database services. Consolidation 

onto shared resources in a private cloud enables IT departments to improve quality of service levels—as measured 

in terms of database performance, availability, and data security—and reduce capital and operating costs. Private 

clouds consolidate servers, storage, operating systems, databases, and mixed workloads (schemas) onto a shared 

hardware and software infrastructure. 

When designing database consolidation environments, inter-tenant isolation requirements will influence the 

method and degree of consolidation. The more isolation is implemented the less sharing and flexibility in the use 

of available resources. Therefore it is recommended to only isolate as needed, to meet the compliance, regulatory, 

and other tenant isolation requirements of the specific deployment. 
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For More Information  

TOPIC URL 

Database 

Consolidation 

onto Private 

Clouds 

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/database/database-private-cloud-wp-360048.pdf 

Best 

Practices for 

Database 

Consolidation 

in Private 

Clouds 

http://www.oracle.com//technetwork/database/focus-areas/database-

cloud/database-cons-best-practices-1561461.pdf 

Network 

Isolation in 

Private 

Database 

Clouds 

http://www.oracle.com//technetwork/database/focus-areas/database-cloud/ntwk-

isolation-pvt-db-cloud-1587225.pdf  

 

Securing the 

11gR2 

Network 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/server.112/e10575/tdpsg_network_secure.htm 

 

SSL and 

Firewalls with 

11gR2 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/network.112/e10746/asossl.htm#ASOAG9679 

 

Oracle Solaris 

11 

Networking  

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/solaris11/documentation/o11-

137-s11-net-virt-mgmt-525114.pdf 

Application 

Traffic 

Restriction on 

Solaris 11 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/servers-storage-admin/o11-095-s11-

app-traffic-525038.html 
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http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/focus-areas/database-cloud/ntwk-isolation-pvt-db-cloud-1587225.pdf
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/server.112/e10575/tdpsg_network_secure.htm
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/network.112/e10746/asossl.htm#ASOAG9679
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/solaris11/documentation/o11-137-s11-net-virt-mgmt-525114.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/solaris11/documentation/o11-137-s11-net-virt-mgmt-525114.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/servers-storage-admin/o11-095-s11-app-traffic-525038.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/servers-storage-admin/o11-095-s11-app-traffic-525038.html
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